 Related Perspectives
 Tech Drag on Dividends Could Soon Flip
Dividend Strategy 3Q20: Markets have recovered because of extraordinary policy interventions without which we believe
they would be down, yet we continue to be cautious.
 A Better Path Forward for U.S. Midstream
Midstream’s move to true free cash flow yield and the resultant organic deleveraging of balance sheets is underappreciated.
 Work, Life and Investing: How the Pandemic is Shaping the Future
Co-CIO Scott Glasser joins a Franklin Templeton panel to assess tech leadership and undervalued equity opportunities.
 Dividend Strategy
2Q20 Commentary: Loose monetary policy and generous fiscal transfers led to a rally of questionable durability.
 Michael Clarfeld on AssetTV Active Masterclass
Portfolio Manager Michael Clarfeld discusses opportunities and challenges facing active managers and the benefits of an
active approach to dividend investing.
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In the latest ClearBridge podcast, Jeff Schulze is joined by Portfolio Manager John Baldi to discuss the environment for dividendpaying stocks, how high-quality companies can help manage periods of market volatility surrounding COVID-19 and the U.S.
presidential election and the ClearBridge Dividend Strategy's approach to the utilities and health care sectors among other areas
of the market.
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or investment advice. This information should not be used as the sole basis to make any investment decision. The statistics have been obtained from sources
believed to be reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information cannot be guaranteed. Neither ClearBridge Investments, LLC nor its information
providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this information.
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